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2 Classification application
2 1 Classification
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X Spec A is a conical symplectic singularity
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It turns out that HTA is equivalent to the categoryof
representations of a finite group that is a quotient of the
algebraic fundamentalgroup 14,9 Nes It can bedefinedasthe
fundamental
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group it X's It
prefinite completion of the usual
the finite etale covers of X's in the same
Nes controls
way of
topological covers
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Let H H bethe canonicalquantization Let I be
cover of X's corresponding to f of Set I Spec ACT so
that 51st AI w X I 51st Let L L be all cedim 2leaves
in X and set X Yes I
Li so that codim XIX r Assume
none of the slices E to Li has typeEo Then I is themaximal
cover of X anramified over X
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othersuch cover LAMB 21
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2 2 Application

The main application at thispoint ofthe classification thm
is to definingand studying unipetent tk bimodulesfor Mlg
these that should correspond to nilpotent orbits their covers
under the non existing Orbit method
Thm definition LMBM21 Let Obe an equivariant cover of a

nilpotent orbit in of a St is the canonical quantization of ECO
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about unipetent bimodules using thegeneral
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corresponding points of 5MW One can show that the unipetent
bimodules w given annihilator are classifiedby irreducible
representations of a certain finitegroup this is where the
show that
classification thm comes into
play Finally one can
most of unipetent bimodules are unitarizable
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key steps
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VeRep f lies in theimage This
can be reinterpreted as follows We can micrelecalize A to X

Step ii

We need tofigure out

when

getting roughly speaking a sheet of filteredalgebras on X
to be denoted byAre We can still talk about HC bimodules
coherent D module
ever Are Moreover VeRep f
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Ourquestion is when Big comes as the restriction f micro
of a HC St bimodule In other words we need
to know when Bures extends to a HC H bimodule

l calization

A classical fact about coherent sheaves in Algebraicgeometry
is that one can always extendsuch a sheaf from an open sub
variety to an ambient variety Sadly this is not the case for
a
coherent modules over quantizations it
mayhappenthat Bies
Tostudy the question of when one can extend Biesto X we'll
need constructions from Sec 3.2 of Lee 3 recalled in Example
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V the following holds
G Buresextends nicelyto X i.e that the sheet theoretic
pushforward Bit is coherent in a suitable sense
Once this is known set
Bies Then we have Bulyreg Bie
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To address x we show that thequestion ofwhen Bit is
coherent around Li can be reduced to a slice Ei to Li the
of e in Elf In more detail let 7 eb be the
parameter of St By Sec 3.2 of Lee 3
5 w
Bj be beys t j t k Let Xi be thebi component of X
and
fix the corresponding quantization of El fi
Note that the inclusion Eis X gives rise to thegroup
homomorphism fi 14,18 Ello
stag Ares f Then
Bit is coherent aroundLi iff there's a HC Aiti bimodule
mapping to get V under our functor One can analyzethe
latter as long as fi is not oftype E II L 2018
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24 Generalization

try to generalize the classification thm in Sec 2.1 to
the problem of quantizing singular lagrangians Namely let Xbe
One could

Yc X satisfying the following
i t symplectic leaf LC X
YAL L is isotropic i.e the
restriction of the symplectic form from L to YAL red is zero
in YANI Y
Iii Y is stable under the contracting d action
as before Consider a subvariety

Weoften impose an additional condition
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Y is irreducible
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the Poisson variety XxNPPwhere app means that
PP
by 1 Then Xpage Xx X satisfies i iv
to quantize Y

equippedwith an additional

a module over a fixed quantization

If linholds then for theadditional structure we can take a
vector bundle w a twisted flat connection on Y's leg in the
there's no

twist We are looking for H modules M s t
A good filtration on M the restriction Julyreg is the
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vector
bundle
connection
w
twisted
Such Su is
flat
fixed
to be unique if it exists andthequestion is when it exists
This is expected to be reducedto the case when dimX G
hence him 7 2
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Using this ideology I L K S Yu have classified HC modules
over quantizations of Qld where coding 2074 If weremove
this condition then in no longerholds andthe situation becomes
complicated
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